ANOTHER
NERO WOLFE COOKBOOK
Ross E. Davies†
Good eating is the norm at the fictional dining table of Rex
Stout’s great and overweight detective Nero Wolfe. It has been
that way since Stout’s first Wolfe murder mystery, Fer-de-Lance,
was published in 1934. From early on, Stout and his publishers
were aware of the appeal of the fine-foods feature of the Wolfe
stories — an awareness reflected most obviously in the commercial
publication of two popular cookbooks, as well as in the much
more limited and obscure publication of another cookbook of a
sort. This article will (1) briefly examine the two commercial cookbooks; (2) take a slightly closer look at the other cookbook — really
an odd but appealing, and certainly unconventional, recipe box
dressed up to look like a book; and (3) present the entire contents
of that other cookbook/recipe box in a more conventional bookish
form.

THE TWO COMMERCIAL COOKBOOKS
The first of the two commercial Nero Wolfe cookbooks is a
small thing titled Recipes from the Fifteenth Annual Meeting of Les
Quinze Maitres. It was published in 1938 as an appendix to the
Wolfe murder mystery Too Many Cooks.1 The Quinze Maitres cookbook consists of 32 recipes prepared specifically for Too Many
Cooks by Stout in collaboration with Sheila Hibben, the renowned
culinary columnist for The New Yorker.2 (To understand the significance of the cookbook, and of its title, to the Too Many Cooks story
you will just have to read Too Many Cooks.) The introduction to
Quinze Maitres explains its provenance within the context of the
Wolfe stories:
As all his admirers know, Nero Wolfe has long been taunting and teasing his readers with suggestions of the exotic
dishes that tickle his palate. At last he has been willing to
reveal the secrets of a few of his favorites, carefully selected
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from the inventions of Les Quinze Maitres. Here are recipes
for dishes as hearty and robust as the crimes which he undertakes to solve; and rules for delicacies as ephemeral as
the orchids he tends with such meticulous care. Here is regal fare, proudly and happily gathered together where each
recipe can be readily found and easily followed.3

Unfortunately, Quinze Maitres is not included in all editions of Too
Many Cooks.4 But it can still be found in the backs of old copies on
the shelves of used-book stores.
The second Nero Wolfe cookbook — published in 1973, 35
years after Quinze Maitres — is a full-blown, 203-page (plus front
and back matter), conventional cookbook containing hundreds of
recipes under the clear but dull title, The Nero Wolfe Cookbook.5 Authorship of the book is not so clear. The cover credits Stout and the
editors at his publisher, Viking Press. However, in his “Thanks”
section at the beginning of the book Stout gives credit where he
thinks it is due. First, he acknowledges Hibben’s role in Quinze
Maitres. Then he goes on to explain that
Barbara Burn’s name should be on the title page [of The
Nero Wolfe Cookbook]. The comments and explanations in
italics are all by her, as well as the final wording of most of
the recipes. Without her there would have been no Nero
Wolfe cookbook. She also tested, or supervised the testing
of, many of the dishes. I thank her warmly.6

Neither Stout in his “Thanks” nor Burn (who was at the time
Stout’s editor at Viking Press) in her “comments and explanations
in italics” lets on that the coverage of Quinze Maitres recipes in The
Nero Wolfe Cookbook is only nearly complete and nearly faithful.
For example, in The Nero Wolfe Cookbook there is no recipe at all for
“Terrapin Stewed in Butter,” even though it is the first recipe in
Quinze Maitres.7 And the recipe for “Civet de Lapin” in The Nero
Wolfe Cookbook is significantly different from the one in Quinze
Maitres.8
These are not sins: most good authors and good editors (and
good chefs) habitually improve their work through addition, sub3
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traction, and refinement whenever opportunity knocks. Nevertheless, the careful collector of Wolfe recipes should be warned: The
impressively substantial Nero Wolfe Cookbook is by implication
comprehensive, but that implication is false. A complete collection
of formulas for Wolfe’s fare will include both Quinze Maitres and
The Nero Wolfe Cookbook.

THE OTHER, UNCONVENTIONAL COOKBOOK
But that is not the end of the matter. There is the other Wolfe
cookbook: that odd recipe box posing as a book — call it The “Too
Many Cooks” Recipe Box — which was, it seems, the first in time of
the Nero Wolfe cookbooks.9 And it, like the others, includes recipes all its own.
Too Many Cooks, with its Quinze Maitres cookbook appendix,
was published by Farrar & Rinehart on August 17 or 18, 1938, after
appearing in serial form in the March through August issues of the
American Magazine.10 In Boston, on April 28 of the same year —
that is, before the first appearance of Quinze Maitres — the American Magazine opened a 12-city self-promotional tour. The marquee
authors on the tour were Stout and Gene Sarazen, one of the great
American golfers of the interwar years.11 According to the Christian
Science Monitor,
At the Hotel Touraine [in Boston], nine authors and “the
best cover model in the world” assembled under the aegis
of the Advertising Department to meet the magazine’s advertising agents in this section and 100 or more executives
9
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The “Too Many Cooks” Recipe Box (lightly battered).
________________________________________________________________
of industries which pay for national advertising in that publication.
In the hour before the luncheon, this preview of the
June number [of the American Magazine] for the press took
the pattern of a “mike” rehearsal in the luncheon room.
While waiters scurried from table to table setting up the
service, Rex Stout, whiskered mystery writer, tried out his
voice above the head table . . . .12

Stout biographer John McAleer quotes American Magazine associate editor Albert Benjamin III, who was in charge of the tour, on
the place in the Hotel Touraine luncheon proceedings of the recipes from Too Many Cooks:
We always have special menus at these affairs — menus
that tie in with one book. This year [1938] . . . the menu is
being made up from Too Many Cooks. As souvenirs for the
12
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luncheon, we are having a small box in the shape of a book.
The outside cover will be a reproduction of the opening
spread of Too Many Cooks in the March issue [of the American Magazine]. Inside will be menu of the luncheon and
then, on separate cards, will be printed all of the recipes
appearing in the story.13

The finished version of the “Too Many Cooks” Recipe Box nearly,
but not quite completely, matched Benjamin’s plan. There are 35
recipes on 34 recipe cards. Those 35 include 31 of the 32 “recipes
appearing in the story” (that is, recipes appearing in Quinze
Maitres). The Quinze Maitres recipe for “Civet de Lapin” is not part
of the box set. In addition, the box contains four recipes — “Nero
Wolfe’s Cafe Viennois,” “Nero Wolfe’s Calavo Salad, Eden,” “Nero Wolfe’s Cream Soup Vichyssoise,” and “Nero Wolfe’s Souffle of
Sweet Potoato with Rum” — that do not appear in Quinze Maitres
or in The Nero Wolfe Cookbook. In addition, just as there are textual
differences between similarly-titled recipes in Quinze Maitres and
The Nero Wolfe Cookbook, so there are differences between some
“Too Many Cooks” Recipe Box recipes and those with similar names
in Quinze Maitres. For example, “Saucisse Minuit.”14
And so the earlier warning ought to be expanded: A complete
collection of formulas for Wolfe’s fare will include not only Quinze
Maitres and The Nero Wolfe Cookbook, but also The “Too Many Cooks”
Recipe Box.
All 34 recipe cards are reproduced on the pages that follow this
one, along with the inside title page of the “Too Many Cooks” Recipe
Box and two other accompanying cards. One of those two cards
appears to be the menu to which Benjamin referred when describing the American Magazine luncheon plans. Note that although
Benjamin said that “the menu is being made up from Too Many
Cooks,” he took some liberties. There is, for example, no “Cranberry Jelly” in Too Many Cooks, but it was served to the American Magazine’s guests at the Hotel Touraine.15 The other card is an admonitory introduction signed by Wolfe. It differs from a similar introduction in The Nero Wolfe Cookbook in one intriguing way: the cook
is a “she” in the box, but a “he” in the book.16 Alas, the roots of and
reasons for the many inconsistencies and other differences between the three Wolfe cookbooks are beyond the scope of this little
study. Who knows what they might reveal about the minds of Rex
Stout and Nero Wolfe?
•
•
•
•
13
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